LCD: A Fast Contrastive Divergence Based Algorithm for Restricted Boltzmann Machine.
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is the building block of Deep Belief Nets and other deep learning tools. Fast learning and prediction are both essential for practical usage of RBM-based machine learning techniques. This paper proposes Lean Contrastive Divergence (LCD), a modified Contrastive Divergence (CD) algorithm, to accelerate RBM learning and prediction without changing the results. LCD avoids most of the required computations with two optimization techniques. The first is called bounds-based filtering, which, through triangle inequality, replaces expensive calculations of many vector dot products with fast bounds calculations. The second is delta product, which effectively detects and avoids many repeated calculations in the core operation of RBM, Gibbs Sampling. The optimizations are applicable to both the standard contrastive divergence learning algorithm and its variations. In addition, this paper presents how to implement these optimizations effectively on massively parallel processors. Results show that the optimizations can produce several-fold (up to 3X for training and 5.3X for prediction) speedups.